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In the IoT era, 5G will enable various IoT services such as broadband access everywhere, high user and devices mobility, and
connectivity of massive number of devices. Radio environment map (REM) can be applied to improve the utilization of radio
resources for the access control of IoT devices by allocating them reasonable wireless spectrum resources. However, the primary
problem of constructing REM is how to collect the large scale of data. Mobile crowd sensing (MCS), leveraging the smart devices
carried by ordinary people to collect information, is an effective solution for collecting the radio environment information for
building the REM. In this paper, we build a REM collecting prototype system based on MCS to collect the data required by the
radio environment information. However, limited by the budget of the platform, it is hard to recruit enough participants to join the
sensing task to collect the radio environment information. This will make the radio environment information of the sensing area
incomplete, which cannot describe the radio information accuracy. Considering that the Kriging algorithm has been widely used
in geostatistics principle for spatial interpolation for Kriging giving the best unbiased estimate with minimized variance, we utilize
the Kriging interpolation algorithm to infer complete radio environment information from collected sample radio environment
information data. The interpolation performance is analyzed based on the collected sample radio environment information data.
We demonstrate experiments to analyze the Kriging interpolation algorithm interpolation results and error and compared them
with the nearest neighbor (NN) and the inverse distance weighting (IDW) interpolation algorithms. Experiment results show that
the Kriging algorithm can be applied to infer radio environment information data based on the collected sample data and the
Kriging interpolation has the least interpolation error.

1. Introduction

In the IoT networks, 5G technology is characterized by
higher bit rates with more than 10 Gigabits per second as
well as by more capacity and very low latency, and it will
leverage novel technological concepts to meet the “anywhere
and anytime” requirements of IoT devices. With the rapid
development of IoT devices amount, the demand for wireless
spectrum resources is increasing. In order to dynamically
plan the spectrum resources to improve the utilization of
radio resources to provide well control of IoT devices’ access
control, we can build radio environment map (REM) to
collect and understand the radio information. REM can offer
multidomain environmental information, such as geographi-
cal features, available services, spectral regulations, locations
and activities of radios, relevant policies, and experiences [1].

However, the primary problem of constructing REM is
how to collect large scale of data. Currently, most of the REMs
are aimed at small scale and applied to specific applications.
And the universal methods to build a REM are by deploying
sensors in a certain environment to collect the sensing data.
However, the REM is applied to dozens of different kinds of
networks and applications, which makes the networks and
applications have to collect data separately [2, 3]. Besides, the
same data can hardly be shared and reused among different
applications, resulting in duplication of data collection and
a waste of resources. Therefore, it is of great significance
to construct a large scale and universal REM, which can
integrate data sources of radio environment and avoid the
cost of the reconstructing database [4]. Mobile crowd sensing
(MCS) is an effective solution to solve this problem, which is
a novel emerging paradigm that leverages the smart devices
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carried by ordinary people to collect information and has
facilitated many sensing applications, such as environment
monitoring, traffic detection, social interaction, and public
information sharing [5]. MCS can be applied to collect
radio environment information in the sensing area. In order
to characterize environmental information comprehensively,
recruiting adequate ordinary users with smart devices to
participate in radio environment information collection is
needed. Compared with the traditional data collection tech-
nologies,MCS collects the environment information by built-
in sensing modules in the mobile terminals, and it has the
properties of mobility, the ubiquity of nodes, the powerful
storing, and computing ability [6, 7].

Wireless network signals are all electromagnetic waves,
whose transmission and attenuation are complex process.
Therefore, in this paper, we only analyze the transmission
and attenuation processes of electromagnetic waves in space
entropy in ideal conditions. Under ideal conditions, the prop-
agation process is free from any obstruction and without any
multipath propagation. Then the propagation model of space
electromagnetic waves is a free space propagation model.
According to the pattern of wireless electromagnetic wave
transmission in free space, spatial interpolation algorithm
can be applied to restore the uncollected radio environment
information data of the sensing area. The Kriging inter-
polation algorithm has been widely used in geostatistics
principle for spatial interpolation but is not broadly used in
wireless network area. Kriging spatial interpolation algorithm
estimates unknown point data and not only considers the
relative positions of estimated points and known sample
points, but also considers the relative positional relationship
between all sample points. In this paper, we proposed to use
Kriging interpolation algorithm to infer the uncollected radio
environment information based on the collected sample data.

In this paper, we proposed to apply the MCS to collect
the radio information. Furthermore, to address the problem
of the incomplete radio environment information caused
by the inadequate sensing data, we proposed to apply the
Kriging interpolation algorithm to infer the uncollected radio
environment information with the collected sensing data.
Our contributions are as follows:

(i) We propose a REM prototype system based on MCS,
where the ubiquitous, massive, and high dimension
REM-related data can be sensed and collected by the
terminals carried by mobile users.

(ii) We propose to apply Kriging interpolation algorithm
to infer the uncollected radio environment informa-
tion caused by the target area being not covered by the
participants.

(iii) We set up experiments to collect the sample of the
radio environment information and infer the missing
radio information of the target area. The results
show that the Kriging interpolation algorithm can
infer the missing radio information and has the least
interpolation error.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the related works are introduced. Section 3 outlines the archi-
tecture of the REM based on MCS. In Section 4, the Kriging
interpolation algorithm is introduced. The simulation results
are illustrated in Section 5. Section 6 presents the conclusion.

2. Related Works

Building REM needs a large number of sensors and kinds of
radio environment information, which is a great challenge.
At present, data collection methods for REM can mainly be
categorized into three types. First is integrating or accessing
the related information directly from existing databases, esti-
mating radio propagation characteristics by software tools,
and leveraging cognitive radios devices or networks to sense
data. Gathering data from the existing database is a relatively
convenient way, while the data updating time depends on
the updating period of the underlying database. Moreover,
the historical information is not stored in the underlying
database. Riihijärvi et al. take vantage external datasets to
build REM, but the update cycle of the external datasets is
very long which makes datasets unable to meet the real-
time requirement of REM [8]. Constructing REM in this way
makes it difficult to satisfy the upper-layer applications with
the requirement for real-time and historical information.
Second, the way to characterize and estimate the properties
of radio transmission based on software is to calculate the
signal attenuation by modeling so that we can better plan
the radio environment [9, 10]. The model in [11] clearly
gives a solution to the signal diffraction problem caused by
the occlusion, but this requires an accurate vector model
of all three-dimensional structures, with limited data and
resolution in most experimental environments. It cannot be
applied to applications that require high accuracy.The above-
mentioned estimation method usually provides limited data,
bad accuracy of the data.Third, the method based on wireless
device or external network mainly uses the information
sensing ability of heterogeneous spectrum sensor network to
collect data [12, 13]. In terms of data collection, MCS refers to
the sensing paradigm in whichmobile users with sensing and
computing devices are tasked to collect and contribute data in
order to enable various applications [14]. It combines people-
centric sensing and crowdsourcing so that a great number of
ordinary users with smart devices can cooperate with each
other to form a sensing network and deliver the sensing
tasks [5]. Then participants can upload the sensing data to
the MCS platform. The development of MCS has resulted
in various novel sensing applications. Some typical examples
include the air quality inspection application Common Sense
for air quality monitoring [5] by the University of California
Berkeley, the Creek Watch application to evaluate city water
resources [15] by IBM, and the Nericell system [16] by
Microsoft tomonitor road and traffic condition implemented
by piggybacking on smartphones that users carry with them
in normal course. MCS has attracted much attention from
researchers due to advantages such as ubiquitous sensor
nodes, good participant mobility, low maintenance cost, and
rich sensing data types. Hence, MCS can be applied to collect
the radio environment information.
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MCS can be applied to collecting large scale data due
to the properties of mobility, the ubiquity of sensing nodes.
However, limited by the budget, there are no enough par-
ticipants recruited to join the data collection, which makes
the radio environment information incomplete. To build
the REM, complete radio information is needed. A lot of
works have been done about inferring the missing data
according to the sample data in many research fields. Talvitie
et al. investigate spatial interpolation and extrapolation algo-
rithms for construction of fingerprint databases [17]. Lacking
knowledge about the beacon locations, measurement at an
unknownpoint is interpolated based on actualmeasurements
in the surrounding. There are several interpolation algo-
rithms considered in [17], which include linear interpolation
based on Delaunay triangulation, the nearest neighbor (NN),
and the inverse distance weighting (IDW) to name a few.The
results show that location accuracy is enhanced by utilizing
constructed databases comparing to the incomplete database.
Grimoud et al. use an iterative process to obtain the REM
based on Kriging interpolation to reduce the measurement
data required [18]. Umbert et al. apply Kriging and amodified
version of the Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) algorithm
to build a REM of an outdoor TV spectrum resources [19].
Hence, there is a spatiotemporal correlation between radio
environment data, and the Kriging interpolation algorithm
can be applied to infer the missing radio environment infor-
mation data. Here, we use Kriging interpolation algorithm
to infer the missing radio environment information data
according to the collected sample data.

3. The REM Based on MCS Architecture

In this section we will introduce the REM based on MCS.
First, we present the system architecture and discuss the
system components of the radio environment information
data collection platform. Second, we introduce the data
collection process used to collect the radio environment
information data.

3.1. Radio Environment Information Collection
System Architecture

3.1.1. Radio Environment Information Collection Platform.
Figure 1 shows the overview of our system based on MCS.
As shown in Figure 1, from bottom to upper layer, the
system includes data sensing layer, data collection layer,
data processing layer, data analysis layer and visualization
layer. In the data sensing layer, a large number of mobile
terminals constitute the mobile crowd sensing network, and
they play the role of data sensing by running our data
collecting APP named wireless detect. The mobile terminals
upload the sensing data to our cloud servers viaWi-Fi/3G/4G
networks. The data collection layer is mainly responsible for
receiving data, node selection, task allocation, and making
incentive mechanism to recruit enough interested nodes
to participate in the sensing tasks. The data preprocessing
includes arranging the data format and data fusion. The data
analysis layer is responsible for the statistical analysis and
calculation of the radio environment relevant parameters. At

last, the visualization layer shows the REM relating results in
the forms of the field strength map, heat map, and some other
maps.

Our proposed architecture involves various functional
blocks, communicating via well-specified interfaces. To
establish a complete radio environment map, the funda-
mental problem is the collection of a large number of data
with complex types and data processing and visualization.
Our system consists of five different function modules: data
sensing, data collection, data processing, data analysis, and
visualization; each of them has its own function.

Data sensing module is operated by the MCS network,
which is organized by mobile terminals carried by mobile
users. When a mobile user receives a data sensing task, it
will determine whether the user is involved in the task. If
so, it will collect the required data by the sensing module
embedded in the terminal. Moreover, it also uploads data
to the web server by different types of network accessing
technologies like Wi-Fi/3G/4G. Our system includes per-
ception of user-uploaded data and calls, mobile phone map
API, real-time construction of heat map, and signal strength
map. Users can use wireless detection real-time view of
the environment in which the radio spectrum resources are
used.

Data collection mainly includes area partition, incentive
mechanism, nodes selection, task distribution, data storage,
and data distribution. The area partition is designed to
identify whether a sensing task refers to a geographical
location or is based on some social relationships. In our
system, we divided it into regional division and business
division. The incentive mechanism is used to reduce the cost
of the platform as well as attracting enough sensing users.
Furthermore, node selection mechanism needs to select the
appropriate node for the data sensing and also needs to assign
the sensing nodes to the corresponding sensing tasks if there
is more than one task.

Data processing module mainly includes two modules:
data preprocessing (filtering and cleaning) and data fusion,
which is implemented by the MapReduce workflow.The data
processing flow is as follows. Firstly, the Avro in the data
fusion module compresses various types of formats of the
data and merges massive small files into large files to improve
the efficiency of MapReduce. Secondly, as the raw data is
varying in data types, the data cleaning and filtering can
play an important role to remove the noise and interference
such as error data. Thirdly, these data are processed by
sever cluster, and the processing results are stored in data
center.

Data analysis is responsible for the statistical analysis and
calculation after the data preprocessing. In order to exhibit
the radio environment on the map, it needs to perform
analysis and calculation to get the related parameters such
as the channel occupation, frequency band occupancy, and
background noise intensity.

The visualization module is responsible for the REM-
related data parameters exhibition. We designed the visual-
ization for the REM properties. The system can show the
Wi-Fi signal coverage, cellular signal coverage heat map,
and Wi-Fi channel occupation ratio map. The visual REM
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Figure 1: Radio information collection architecture based on MCS.

makes it easy to identify the radio environment of the target
area.

3.2. Radio Environment Information Collection Process. In
[20], the author proposed 4W1H model in mobile sensing
and divided the MCS life cycle into four phases, which is
shown in Figure 2: task creation, task assignment, individual
task execution, and crowd data integration according to the
MCS life cycle. Next, we will discuss the following key design
issues: REM task creation, REM task assignment, participants
recruiting, and participants’ selection.

The task creation specifies the sensing timing and cov-
erage area for the REM. In our system, the web server
releases the sensing tasks to the users who are interested in
the data collection task. REM supports long spatiotemporal
information for the upper-layer applications, so the sensing
time is continuous.

In our REM task assignment stage, the system is responsi-
ble for recruiting and selecting participants for the MCS task.
Correspondingly, this stage includes participants recruiting,
participants’ selection, and incentive mechanism. We choose
the well suited participants to join the sensing task to collect
the radio environment information, and reward them for the
high quality sensing data.Thepurpose of participants recruit-
ing is to encourage enough people to join the sensing task and
get more radio environment data. However, limited by the
budget of the platform or the human mobility, only part of
the participants can join the radio environment information
sensing task.Then the radio environment information data is
incomplete; we will talk about the solution later.

In sensing task execution, participants conduct sensing
tasks and upload the sensed data to the MCS platform.
The participants receive the sensing tasks and then collect
the radio environment data. The selected participants are
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Figure 2: The four-stage life cycle of the mobile crowd sensing process [20].

distributed in the target places collecting data. After radio
environment data collection the participants upload the data
to the MCS platform server by cellular networks (3G/4G) or
WLAN.

During the data integration, the main issue is to achieve
the MCS task that is to process and analyze the raw data
received from mobile terminals and visualize the required
results eventually.

4. Missing Data Inference by Kriging

4.1. Related Definition. In this section we will introduce how
to infer the missing radio environment information data
by Kriging interpolation algorithm. The whole process is
shown in Figure 3, which can be divided into two steps.
First, we analyze the distribution of sample points distributed
in the sensing area and propose a variogram model to
reflect the spatial structure characteristics and distribution
characteristics of the variables. Second, we use Kriging
algorithm to calculate the missing data according to the
collected sample radio environment information data. Third,
some basic concepts and related definitions are introduced,
and all the parameters are listed in Table 1.

Definition 1 (variogram). In spatial statistics the theoretical
variogram 2𝛾(𝑠1, 𝑠2) is a function describing the degree of
spatial dependence of a spatial random field or stochastic
process 𝑍(𝑠). Given an area of interest 𝐺 ⊂ 𝑅𝑛, the mean of
RSS value at a location 𝑥𝑖 is considered as a random variable
(RV) 𝑍𝑖. Then, the mean of RSS values over the area can be
represented by a random field (RF), which is a collection of
spatial RVs, {𝑍𝑖 | 𝑋𝑖 ∈ 𝐺}.
Definition 2 (stationary process). Formally, let {𝑋𝑡} be a
stochastic process and let 𝐹𝑋{𝑥𝑡1+𝜏, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑡𝑘+𝜏} represent the
cumulative distribution function of the unconditional (i.e.,
with no reference to any particular starting value) joint

Table 1: Description of parameters in the equations.

Symbols Descriptions𝑍𝑖 Random variable𝛿𝑖,𝑗 Difference between two neighbor points𝐸[𝛿𝑖,𝑗] Mathematical expectation𝛾(ℎ) Variogram function𝑁(ℎ) Number of pairs of observationsℎ The separation distance𝛾𝑖,𝑗 Variogram value𝐺 A set representing the area of interest𝛼, 𝛽 Fitting parameters with a strict constraint𝑧𝑖𝑗 RSS value received from the 𝑗th beacon

distribution of {𝑋𝑡} at times 𝑡1 + 𝜏, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑡𝑘 + 𝜏. Then, {𝑋𝑡} is
said to be strictly (or strongly) stationary if, for all 𝑘, for all 𝜏,
and for all 𝑡1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑡𝑘, 𝐹𝑋(𝑥𝑡1+𝜏, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑡𝑘+𝜏) = 𝐹𝑋(𝑥𝑡1 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑥𝑡𝑘𝑠𝑠 ).
4.2. Problem Formulation

(1) Analysis of the distribution of sample points:
Given the sample radio environment information
data 𝐷𝑠 of the area 𝐺 ⊂ 𝑅𝑛, we need to use the
variogram function to analyze the distribution of
sample data in the sensing area. If the sample data
only depends on the distance ℎ between the sample
data points, we can use Kriging interpolation to infer
more data.

(2) Kriging interpolation process:
Given the sample radio environment information
data 𝐷𝑠 of the area 𝐺 ⊂ 𝑅𝑛, we need to infer the
complete radio environment information data 𝐷𝑐 to
build the REM.

4.3. The Variogram. First, some basic concepts and defini-
tions of the Kriging interpolation algorithm are introduced
as follows:
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The variogram is often applied in the statistical process
of geolocation-related information. variogram can describe
the structural change and distribution of variables in the
geospatial space. Assume that the value of sample data point𝑥
in the sensing area is 𝑍(𝑥) and the sample data value of point𝑥 + ℎ is 𝑍(𝑥 + ℎ). Then half of the variance of the difference
between the values at the two points is defined as the variation
of 𝑍(𝑥) at position 𝑥. The function can be expressed as𝑟 (𝑥, ℎ) = 12 var {[𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]2}= 12 (𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]2− {𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]}2) (1)

where 𝑟(𝑥, ℎ) is the variogram and 𝑍(𝑥) and 𝑍(𝑥 + ℎ) are
sample attribute values of the variables at points 𝑥 and 𝑥 + ℎ
in the target area, respectively. ℎ is the distance between 𝑥
and 𝑥 + ℎ, and 𝐸{[𝑍(𝑥) − 𝑍(𝑥 + ℎ)]2} is the mathematical
expectation. In the variogram function, when the increment𝑍(𝑥) of the variable [𝑍(𝑥)−𝑍(𝑥+ℎ)] of the target area satisfies
the following two conditions, it is said that 𝑍(𝑥) satisfies the
second-order stationarity.

(i) First, the sample radio environment information data
have to satisfy the rules, which are listed as follows:𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥)] = 𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)] = 𝑚, ∀𝑥, ∀ℎ (2)

means the target regionalization variable does not have obvi-
ous characteristics in terms of space and fluctuates aroundm.

(ii) Second, in the entire target area, the covariance
function of 𝑍(𝑥) exists and is stable; namely,

cov [𝑍 (𝑥) , 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)] = 𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]− 𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥)] 𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]= 𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)] − 𝑚2= 𝐶 (ℎ) . (3)

The attribute value 𝑍(𝑥 + ℎ) in the target area has no
relationship with the position point 𝑥 and is only related to

ℎ, which means the value is relative to the relative position
and does not depend on the absolute position. According to
the above two conditions, it can be concluded that the target
regionalization variable is strictly second-order stationary in
the target area. However, since it is difficult to satisfy a strict
second-order stationary state in real life, the condition that
satisfies the strict second-order stationary state is weakened
to obtain an intrinsic assumption, also called an intrinsic
assumption. Similarly, when the increment [𝑍(𝑥) − 𝑍(𝑥 +ℎ)] of the target regionalization variable 𝑍(𝑥) satisfies the
following two conditions, it is said to satisfy the intrinsic
assumption:

(i) First, the sample radio environment information data
have to satisfy the rules, which are listed as follows.𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)] = 0 (4)

(ii) Second, the variance function of the target region-
alized increment [𝑍(𝑥) − 𝑍(𝑥 + ℎ)] exists and is
stable; the variance function of the increment does
not depend on 𝑥, then

var [𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]= 𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]2 − {𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]}2= 𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]2 , ∀𝑥, ∀ℎ. (5)

When the variation of the target area satisfies the weak
second-order stationary or intrinsic assumption, due to𝐸[𝑍(𝑥) − 𝑍(𝑥 + ℎ)] = 0, the half-difference function can be
expressed as follows.(𝑟, ℎ) = 12𝐸 [𝑍 (𝑥) − 𝑍 (𝑥 + ℎ)]2 (6)

At this time, the increment [𝑍(𝑥) − 𝑍(𝑥 + ℎ)] of 𝑍(𝑥) is
only related to the distance between two points. The above
variogram function is a theoretical variogram function. In
actual operation, multiple sample data needs to be divided
into multiple pairs for calculation, like {𝑍(𝑥𝑖), 𝑍(𝑥𝑖 + ℎ)}(𝑖 =1, 2, . . . , 𝑁(ℎ)), where𝑁(ℎ) is the number of pairs of points in
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the sample data divided by ℎ. The extremes of the variogram
can be calculated in the following way.𝛾∗ (ℎ) = 12𝑁 (ℎ)𝑁(ℎ)∑𝑖=1 [𝑍 (𝑥𝑖) − 𝑍 (𝑥𝑖 + ℎ)]2 (7)

In (7), ℎ is the distance between the sample point
and the point to be estimated, and 𝑁(ℎ) is the number
of samples used to calculate the variogram of the sample
between (𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖 + ℎ). After the above steps, the analysis of
the distribution characteristics of sample points in the target
area has been completed. However, in order to estimate the
unknown value of the target area variable, the fitting of the
convenience function point of the actual sample is also called
the theoretical variogrammodel.The theoretical model of the
variogram is to abstract the experimental variogram and then
use it to calculate the Kriging interpolation.

The empirical variogram contains values at a limited
number of ℎ. To estimate the measurements at unknown
locations, access to the value of h between the scattered
points in the empirical variogram is required. Hence, a
mathematical model is selected to be fitted in the empirical
variogram. This model is frequently chosen from spherical
model, exponential model, Gaussian model, power model,
and linear model. We choose the sample radio environment
data and input them to theMatlab.Thenwe can use the fitting
function to find a mathematical expression.

4.4. Kriging Interpolating. Once the variogram is obtained,
values at unknown locations can be estimated based on
known data points. Mathematically, this problem can be
regarded as a spatial interpolation problem. Assuming that
the target area to be studied is A, the variable in the target area
is {𝑍(𝑥) ∈ 𝐴}, where 𝑥 represents a position in the target area.
The sample value of 𝑧(𝑥) in the target area 𝑥𝑖(𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛)
is 𝑧(𝑥𝑖)(𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛). Then the value 𝑧(𝑥0) at the point 𝑥0
to be estimated is the weighted sum of the known 𝑛 point
sampling values: 𝑧 (𝑥0) = 𝑛∑

𝑖=1

𝜆𝑖𝑧 (𝑥𝑖) (8)

where 𝜆𝑖(𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛) is the weight coefficient of
the known sample point. Due to the fact that 𝑧(𝑥) satisfies
the second-order stationary assumption when analyzing the
distribution of sample points in the target area, then

(i) there is a mathematical expectation for variable 𝑧(𝑥),
and the expected value is a constant, 𝐸[𝑧(𝑥)] = 𝑚;

(ii) there is a covariance function for the variable A; that
is, the value of the point to be estimated in the target
area is only related to the distance B between the
positions of the known sample points; then,

cov {𝑧 (𝑥) , 𝑧 (𝑥 + ℎ)} = 𝐸 [𝑧 (𝑥) ⋅ 𝑧 (𝑥 + ℎ)] − 𝑚2= 𝐶 (ℎ) . (9)

According to the unbiased requirements of the interpola-
tion available,

𝐸 [𝑧∗ (𝑥0)] = 𝐸 [𝑧 (𝑥0)] . (10)

Then,
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝜆𝑖 = 1. (11)

Then under the condition that 𝑧(𝑥) is second-order
stationary, the calculation process of the estimated variance
can be performed by the following method.𝜎2𝐸 = 𝐸 [𝑧∗ (𝑥0) − 𝑧 (𝑥0)]2 − {𝐸 [𝑧∗ (𝑥0) − 𝑧 (𝑥0)]}2= 𝑛∑

𝑖=1

𝑛∑
𝑗=1

𝜆𝑖𝜆𝑗𝐶𝑖,𝑗 − 2 𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝜆𝑖𝐶𝑖,0 + 𝐶0,0 (12)

In order to minimize the variance of unbiased estimates,
min{var[𝑧∗(𝑥0) − 𝑧(𝑥0)] − 2𝜇∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝜆𝑖 − 1)}, and then we can
get the equations for the weighting coefficients 𝜆𝑖 in (8).

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝜆𝑖cov (𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑗) + 𝜇 = cov (𝑥0, 𝑥𝑖)
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝜆𝑖 = 1, 𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑛 (13)

The equations are the Kriging equations. In addition, (8)
is written in matrix form:[𝐾] [𝜆] = [𝑀] (14)

where

[𝜆] = [[[[[[[[[
𝜆1𝜆2...𝜆𝑛−𝜇
]]]]]]]]]

[𝑀] = [[[[[[[[[[
𝐶01𝐶02...𝐶0𝑛1

]]]]]]]]]]
[𝐾] = [[[[[[[[[[

𝐶11 𝐶12 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐶1𝑛 1𝐶21 𝐶22 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐶2𝑛 1... ... d
... ...𝐶𝑛1 𝐶𝑛2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝐶𝑛𝑛 11 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1 0

]]]]]]]]]]
.

(15)

After solving the weight coefficients 𝜆 of the above
equations, you can use (8) to calculate and calculate the
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predicted values with the valuation points. Since the Kriging
interpolation algorithm has a minimum estimation error
based on known samples and is considered according to the
distribution of the attribute values of the target region, the
data of more known sample points within the target region
can be used for estimation, and the estimated values are closer
to the true value.

We apply the Kriging interpolation algorithm to infer
more radio environment information data according to the
sample collected information. We use the sample data to
estimate the value of sensing area. Our Kriging weights are
derived through minimizing the estimator error variance;
that is,

min
𝜆𝑖∈𝑅

var (𝑧∗𝑢 − 𝑧𝑢) (16)

under the unbiasedness constraint, given by the following.𝐸 [𝑧∗𝑢 − 𝑧𝑢] = 0 (17)

The mathematical expectation of the sample radio envi-
ronment information is zero. Assuming the intrinsic station-
arity and utilizing Lagrange multiplier optimization algo-
rithm tominimize the estimator error variance (16) under the
unbiasedness constraint (17), the Krigingweights 𝜆𝑖 in (8) can
be calculated as

(𝜆1...𝜆𝑘𝐿) =(𝛾1,1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝛾1,𝑘 1... d
... ...𝛾𝑘,1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝛾𝑘,𝑘 11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1 0)

−1

(𝛾1,𝑢...𝛾𝑘,𝑢1 ) (18)

where 𝛾𝑖,𝑗 is the radio environment information variogram
value between the ith and jth neighbor data points, 𝛾𝑖,𝑢 is the
radio environment variogram value between the ith neighbor
data point and the interpolation point.

5. Simulation Evaluation

In this section, we show the prototype REM system based on
MCS and demonstrate the simulation results of the inference
of themissing radio environment information data according
to the sample data.

5.1. Implementation of the Prototype System. As is shown
in Figure 4, the radio environment information is collected
and displayed in the web portal of the platform. As we can
see several Wi-Fi properties can be seen on the banner.
The properties collected by participants are as follows: SSID,
BSSID, frequency, and the Wi-Fi signal strength level. The
information belongs to theWi-Fi signal sources sensed by the
nearby participants. The density of the red nodes represents
the density of the Wi-Fi signal sources. As we can see in
Figure 8 the density of theWi-Fi signal source is not uniform.
This result is as expected.

Table 2: Experimental equipment parameter configuration.

AP MAC channel Transmission power (dBm)
AP1 48:7A:DA:B9:21:A0 11 20dBm
AP2 48:7A:DA:B9:12:60 1 20dBm
AP3 50:DA:00:9D:B3:E0 6 20dBm

5.2. Interpolation Performance Evaluation. In this section,
experimental settings are described in detail. We will intro-
duce the experiment environment first, and the baseline
methods used in the experiments are presented. The exper-
imental data is also introduced, and experimental settings
and evaluation metrics are also proposed to evaluate the
performance of our method.

5.2.1. Experimental Settings. The experimental area is 150m×
150m as the sensing area to collect the radio environment
information and infer the missing radio environment infor-
mation data. In order to simulate the wireless network
environment of the target area, three wireless network
access points (APs) and radio network controllers (ACs) are
deployed to form a WLAN in the target area to cover the
target sensing area. The AP and AC are H3C WA4320-ACN
and H3C WX3010E. In our WLAN network, the frequency
band of the electromagnetic wave transmitted by the AP is
2.4 GHz band. In order to better cover the target area and
reduce mutual interference between APs, the three APs use
the 1, 6, and 11 channels of the 2.4G band respectively, and the
transmission power of AP electromagnetic waves is 20 dBm.
All parameters are listed in Table 2.

In order to simulate a small number of users collecting
radio environment information in the target area, we mesh
the target area. We divide the target area into subareas, each
of which has a size of 5𝑚 × 5𝑚, and then the participants
collect the WLAN signal in different subareas using mobile
devices to collect Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI),
as shown in Figure 7. The device used by the participants
to collect the RSSI value is a Lenovo smart phone (Lenovo
A3910e70), and the Wi-Fi analyzer is used to obtain the
received signal strength value of the wireless network in the
subarea. In order to prove that using the Kriging spatial
interpolation algorithm to infer the wireless network envi-
ronment data in our REM platform has higher accuracy,
control experiments are set up. In the control experiments,
the missing wireless network environment in the target area
is restored by Nearest Neighbor (NN) and Inverse Distance
Weighting (IDW) according to the sample data of the wireless
network environment data collected by the participants.

5.2.2. Baseline Methods. To verify the high accuracy of the
Kriging spatial interpolation algorithm, we used the nearest
neighbor (NN) interpolation algorithm, inverse distance
weighted (IDW) interpolation algorithm, and Kriging inter-
polation algorithm to predict the restoration goal under the
same data volume of sample data.

(a) NN [21, 22]: Nearest neighbor interpolation is a
simple method of multivariate interpolation in one or more
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Figure 4: The web portal of REM based on MCS.

dimensions. For a given set of points in space, a Voronoi
diagram is a decomposition of space into cells, one for each
given point, so that anywhere in space, the closest given
point is inside the cell. This is equivalent to nearest neighbor
interpolation, by assigning the function value at the given
point to all the points inside the cell.

(b) IDW [23]: Inverse distance weighting (IDW) is a
type of deterministic method for multivariate interpolation
with a known scattered set of points. The assigned values to
unknown points are calculated with a weighted average of the
values available at the known points.

5.2.3. Experimental Data. In order to obtain the discrete data
points calculated from the experimental variogram based
on the WLAN sample data collected in the target area, a
theoretical variogram model and a power function model
were selected according to the distribution of the discrete
data points. To verify the effect of different numbers of
sample data on inference of the radio environment data of the
entire target area, the target area is divided into 315 subareas,
and a scale factor of the number of sample data and total
data is set. During the experiment, the WLAN emission
electromagnetic wave signal propagates in the free space and
causes attenuation. Therefore, the smaller the distance from
the electromagnetic wave transmission position, the greater
the RSSI value that can be obtained. We choose 𝜌 = 0.1
and 𝜌 = 0.3 to indicate the percentage (10% and 30%) of
subareas being covered by the participants of the target area,
respectively; by drawing the target area WLAN signal RSSI
heat map, we can compare the accuracy of our algorithm
under different coverage situations. According to the sample
data collected from the sample, the heat map of the RSSI is
plotted using the Kriging spatial interpolation algorithm.

Figure 5 presents the empirical variogram and fitting
result of a beacon in radio environment information. We
input the sample information data to Matlab. The fitted curve
demonstrates the spatial correlationmodel of data and is used
to estimate the information data at a sensing location. As
shown, the value of empirical variogram, which is the scatter
plot in Figure 7, increases with h. It infers that there is an
obvious trend (general spatial variation of the mean value)
of RSS distribution in the area. Compared with more widely
used fitting functions, e.g., the spherical and exponential
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Figure 5: Variation function discrete data points and fitting curves.

function, it is suggested that a power model is selected; that
is, 𝛾 (ℎ) = {{{0, ℎ = 0𝛼ℎ𝛽, ℎ ≥ 0 (19)

where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the fitting parameters with a strict
constraint that 0 < 𝛽 < 2.

As indicated in the figure, the power function is well
fitted, so we choose the power function as the variogram. It
can be obtained by fitting with Matlab fitting function, as is
shown in Figure 5. After the Matlab fitting function, we can
get the variogram being 𝑟(ℎ) = 0.25 × ℎ1.68. Then, we can
calculate the variogram between all known points. The value
of sample RSSI points is related to the distance.

5.2.4. Evaluation Metrics. First, the signal propagation is
simulated over the interest area. Meanwhile, the interpolation
error of the Kriging interpolation algorithm is compared with
nearest neighbor (NN) interpolation algorithm and inverse
distance weighted (IDW) interpolation algorithm.

5.3. Prediction Performance Analysis. In this section, the
performances of proposed method are evaluated. First, we
show the results of user latent interest distribution. Then, the
impact of interest number and the proportion of training set
on link prediction can be verified.

5.3.1. Signal Propagation. When 𝜌 = 0.1, 10% of all sub-
areas of the target area are covered by the participants to
collect WLAN RSSI values, and then we use all the WLAN
data restored by the Kriging spatial interpolation algorithm
according to 10% of the sample data of all data in the target
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Figure 6: When 𝜌=0.1, using the Kriging interpolation algorithm
restores the target area WLAN signal RSSI heat map.

area, as shown in Figure 6. The lighter color of the heat map
indicates that the signal power of the WLAN received by
smart phones at the location is greater, whereas the darker
the heat map color, the smaller theWLAN power received by
phones at the location. In Figure 6, it can be seen that the color
in some areas is not smooth enough, and the RSSI data value
fluctuates greatly and its continuity is poor. Figure 7 shows
that 30% of all subareas of the target area are covered by the
perceived user and collect valid sensory data. Then 30% of
all the data in the target area are restored using the Kriging
interpolation algorithm to restore the data of all WLANs
in the target area. The color in the heat map is excessive.
Comparing the two figures, we found that the WLAN RSSI
value of the target area restored by spatial interpolation using
30% of all data using the target area is more accurate than the
WLAN received power of the restored 10% of the target area
using all the data.

5.3.2. Interpolation Algorithm Error Comparison. To verify
the accuracy of the Kriging spatial interpolation algorithm,
we used the nearest neighbor interpolation (NN) algorithm,
inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation algorithm,
andKriging interpolation algorithm to predict the restoration
goal under the same data volume of sample data.

Figure 8 shows the error comparison of the NN interpo-
lation algorithm, IDW interpolation algorithm, and Kriging
interpolation algorithm when the sample data occupies all
the data in the target area. To verify the accuracy of different
interpolation algorithms, we selected five subareas in the
target area as comparison regions interpolated using different
interpolation algorithms, and the positions of the five sub-
areas are shown as the positions of the five blue stars in the
target area, shown in Figure 8. Interpolation error calculation
process is to choose to select each of the five subareas to
use three different interpolation algorithms to calculate the
estimated value of the point based on the nearby sample
data, and then take the absolute value of the estimated value
and the measured value of the point. Then the experiment
is repeated several times to get the average value and the
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Figure 7: When 𝜌=0.3, using the Kriging interpolation algorithm
restores the target area WLAN signal RSSI heat map.
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Figure 8: The interpolation error comparison of NN interpolation
algorithm, IDW interpolation algorithm, and Kriging interpolation
algorithm when the sample data proportion is different.

error using different interpolation algorithms, which can be
expressed as follows:𝑒 = 15𝑛 𝑛∑𝑖=1 𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧∗ , 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛 (20)

where 𝑒 denotes the error value after one of the interpolation
algorithms uses multiple interpolations. 𝑛 is the number of
interpolation experiments using this interpolation algorithm.𝑧𝑖 indicates that this point uses some interpolation algorithm
to obtain the estimated value based on the sample point data
near the location. 𝑧∗ is the measured data in the target area.

Figure 8 shows the error of different interpolation algo-
rithms when the sample data occupies different proportions
of the overall data. When the sample data occupies 0.05 of
the total data, the interpolation error of the three difference
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Figure 9: The interpolation error comparison of NN interpolation
algorithm, IDW interpolation algorithm, and Kriging interpolation
algorithm when the sample data proportion is different.

algorithms is relatively large. The interpolation errors of the
nearest neighbor interpolation, Kriging spatial interpolation
and inverse distance weighting are 10dBm, 7dBm, and 6dBm,
respectively. With the increase of the proportion of sample
data, the errors of the three interpolation algorithms are
reduced. Among them, the error of Kriging spatial interpo-
lation algorithm decreases sharply. Then the error of three
interpolation algorithms tends to be stable, and it can be
clearly seen that when the nearest neighbor interpolation
algorithm is used, interpolation has the greatest error. More-
over, the IDW interpolation algorithm and Kriging spatial
interpolation algorithmhave smaller errorwhen restoring the
WLAN electromagnetic wave environment of the target area
according to the sample data.

Figure 9 shows the values of the radio environment data
obtained by interpolating sample data from the nearest five
regions in a subregion of the target region using the nearest
neighbor interpolation algorithm, inverse distance weighted
interpolation algorithm, and Kriging interpolation algo-
rithm. It can be seen from the figure that as the proportion
of sample data increases; that is, the number of data samples
increases; the errors obtained by using the three interpolation
algorithms and the real data first decrease. Moreover, the NN
interpolation algorithm has the largest error variation when
the sample data is less than 0.2, the interpolation error of the
IDW interpolation algorithm decreases as the sample data
increases.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we first introduced MCS to collect data for
REM construction and proposed a system architecture to
collect the radio environment information. Limited by the

budget, only some of the participants can join the sensing
task to collect the radio environment information, which
leads to incomplete radio environment information. To solve
the problem, the Kriging algorithm is proposed to infer the
missing radio environment information data with collected
sample radio environment information data. The perfor-
mance is compared to the NN and IDW algorithms over
different levels of sparsity. The simulation result shows that
Kriging interpolation algorithm can infer the missing radio
environment information data and generates more accurate
radio environment information data than the NN and IDW
algorithm. In the future, some data estimating and processing
methods [24–26] can be used to add the sensing data for
constructing the radio environment map.
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